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Scenario package for route „Projekt Freiberg (Sachs) V2.01“ by kstdija

1. Introduction

This package contains scenarios for my route „Project Freiberg (Sachs) V2.01“. These scenarios are
simple and suitable for getting familiar with the route and the scenery around. Please consider the 
required pay- and freeware add-ons for correct function of the scenarios.  

2. Required Downloads

For the scenarios in the package, you need eight payware add-ons and some more freeware add-ons.

Package: European Loco And Asset Pack
Provider: DTG
Link: http://store.steampowered.com/app/208300/
Attention! This package is part of many payware-routes on steam!

Package: DR BR243 EL YB70 (Payware)
Provider: virtualRailroads
Link: http://www.virtual-railroads.de/expert-line/el-trainsets/dr-br243-yb70.html

Package: DR BR132 Pack (Payware)
Provider: virtualRailroads
Link: http://www.virtual-railroads.de/dr-br132.html

Package: Baureihe 323 Köf II altrot (Payware)
Provider: virtualRailroads
Link: http://www.virtual-railroads.de/baureihe-323-altrot.html

Package: DR BR 86 Loco Add-On (Payware)
Provider: DTG
Link: http://store.steampowered.com/app/325971/

Package: Doppelstockwagen DBx (Payware)
Provider: Mathias Müller
Link: http://www.rw0381.de/product_info.php?info=p171_doppelstockwagen-dbx.html

Package: Doppelstockwagen DBvu (Payware)
Provider: Mathias Müller
Link: http://www.rw0381.de/product_info.php?info=p169_doppelstockwagen-dbvu.html

Package: Einheitshilfszug (Payware)
Provider: Mathias Müller
Link: http://www.rw0381.de/product_info.php?info=p181_einheitshilfszug.html
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Additional you will need also some freeware-downloads (issue February 2016).

1.
Package: Personenzugwagen Bghw, Bdghw, Bdghwse, Wrg (DR / DB) (Freeware)
Provider: RW-0381
Link: http://rail-sim.de/forum/wsif/index.php/Entry/1126-Bghw-Rekowagen-der-DR-und-
DB-v-1-0/

Attention! This download requires a password, which you can find in the manual. If you can't find 
it: VNR-78225.

2.
Package: Abteilwagen Typ Y/B70 der DR und DB v.1.0 (Freeware)
Provider: RW-0381
Link: http://rail-sim.de/forum/wsif/index.php/Entry/1119-Abteilwagen-Typ-Y-B70-der-
DR-und-DB-v-1-0/

3.
Package: 2-/3-achsige Rekowagen, Bahnpost- und Güterzugpackwagen (DR) (Freeware)
Provider: RW-0381
Link: These wagons are not avialable for download at the moment. 3D-Zug gave me the 
permission to add this add-on in this download. Please install the wagon from folder „RW0381-
Bage“.

4.
Package: Doppelstockwagen DBmu & DBmq v.2.0 (Freeware)
Provider: RW-0381
Link: http://rail-sim.de/forum/wsif/index.php/Entry/1224-Doppelstockwagen-DBmu-
DBmq-v-2-0/

5.
Paket: Mitteleinstiegswagen Bmh (DR/DB) (Freeware)
Provider: RW-0381
Link: http://rail-sim.de/forum/wsif/index.php/Entry/1128-Mitteleinstiegswagen-der-DR-
DB-v-2-0/

6.
Package: BR203 (ex DR V100) für Train Simulator
Provider: Wilbur Graphics
Link: http://www.hcc-trainsimig.nl/site/index.php?
option=com_docman&task=doc_details&gid=141&Itemid=107

Additional to this loco you need a DR repaint. Please follow the installation-instructions in the 
download.

http://rail-sim.de/forum/wsif/index.php/Entry/1699-V100-DR-Repaint/
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3. Free Roam Scenarios

For an independent insight at the route, there are six free roam scenarios for the following stations:

Flöha
Freiberg (Sachs)
Großhartmannsdorf
Halsbrücke
Langenau
Tharandt
Karl-Marx-Stadt / Chemnitz 

You can find a lot of trains, locos and wagons at these stations. The whole rolling stock is TS 
standard or from the list above.

4. Standard Scenarios

The contained standard scenarios are very easy and you should have no problems driving them. The
timetables used for the scenarios are real timetables from the years 1972 to 1988. Departing and 
arrival times normally can be achieved with driving around 5 km/h below the speed restriction. The 
AI-traffic passenger trains go also according to these timetables, including train crossings and 
passes.

D 577 from the direction of Riesa to Karl-Marx-Stadt

difficulty: easy
duration: 20 min

Good evening colleague, you are driving the D577 coming from Berlin. Setup the train and ahead to
Karl-Marx-Stadt main station. After the passengers have been leaving the train, you have to bring 
the loco to the other end of the train. Then your shift is over.

D963 from Karl-Marx-Stadt in the direction of Dresden

difficulty: easy
duration: 70 min

Good evening colleague, today you have to drive the passenger train D 963 coming from Plauen, in 
the direction of Dresden. It seems to be a easy run with moderate traffic. The timetable is tolerant, 
you can drive with 10km/h less, than top speed. Have a good trip. 

Early shifter to depot and freight yard

difficulty: easy
duration: 45 min

Good Morning. Today you have to work on the early shift train to the RAW and the freight yard 
Hilbersdorf. You have to drive the complete tour, two times. At the end you have to drive your train 
to the yard. Your maximum speed is 25 km/h. It´s cold outside, maybe it starts to rain later.
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Freight from Tharandt to Karl-Marx-Stadt

difficulty: easy
duration: 100 min

Good morning. Today you drive a heavy freight train from Tharandt to Karl-Marx-Stadt, with a 
maximum speed of 80km/h. Expect short stops at Freiberg and Niederwiesa.

Freight from Niederwiesa to KMS-Glösa

difficulty: easy
duration: 25 min

Hello, today you have to drive a freight train from Niederwiesa to Karl-Marx-Stadt-Gloesa. You 
will pass the freight yards in Hilbersdorf and Kuechwald. Have a good trip.

P1257 from Grosshartmannsdorf to Freiberg(Sachs)

difficulty: easy
duration: 50 min

Hello colleague. Today you have to drive the P1257 from Grosshartmannsdorf to Freiberg (Sachs). 
Departure is at 12:46 pm. At first uncouple the wagons and go to water and coal refill. Then couple 
the wagons from the other side. If the exit-signal in Grosshartmannsdorf don´t show green, you 
have to use the TAB key. In Freiberg you have to move the loco to the other end of the train. Have a
good ride.

P1268 from Freiberg(Sachs) to Langenau

difficulty: easy
duration: 35 min

Good evening, today you have to drive the passenger train P1268 from Freiberg(Sachs) to 
Langenau. Let the passengers board the train, departure is at 8:03pm.

P13613 from Karl-Marx-Stadt to Floeha and back

difficulty: easy
duration: 50 min

Good morning. You arrived yet with passenger train P13613 from Glauchau, at the Karl-Marx-Stadt
main station. Open the passenger doors and setup your Train. At 05:59 you drive to Floeha. There 
you have to move your Loco to the other end of the train. As P13612 you head back to Karl-Marx-
Stadt.

P16723 from Rosswein to Karl-Marx-Stadt

difficulty: easy
duration: 20 min
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Good morning colleague, you drive the passenger train P16723 coming from Hainichen, to Karl-
Marx-Stadt main station. Start up your train and go ahead to Niederwiesa station. Have a good trip.

P17758 from Karl-Marx-Stadt in the direction of Rochlitz

difficulty: easy
duration: 15 min

Good day colleague, today you drive the passenger Train P17758 from Karl-Marx-Stadt in direction
of Rochlitz. Start up the train, at 13:06 you will get the signal for departure.

P3683 from Freiberg(Sachs) to Halsbrücke

difficulty: easy
duration: 20 min

Good morning, today you have to drive the P3683 to Halsbruecke. Pass the wagons and reverse at 
the showed position. Then head back and couple your wagons. At 5:40 you have to leave Freiberg. 
Have a good trip.

P4765 from Leipzig to Karl-Marx-Stadt

difficulty: easy
duration: 15 min

Hello, you are driving the P4765 coming from Leipzig. Setup the train and go ahead to Karl-Marx-
Stadt main station. Before you arrive there, you have to pick up passengers in Borna. Have a good 
ride.

P5637 from Karl-Marx-Stadt to Tharandt

difficulty: easy
duration: 90 min

Hello, today you have to drive the Passenger Train P5637, coming from Glauchau, in the direction 
of Dresden. You stand near the entry-signal of Karl-Marx-Stadt main station. Start up your train and
go ahead. Scheduled arrival at Karl-Marx-Stadt is 8:46. It´s cold outside, but clear weather. Have a 
good trip.

P6632 from Tharandt to Karl-Marx-Stadt

difficulty: easy
duration: 90 min

Hello colleague, today you have to drive the passenger train P 6632 coming from Dresden, in the 
direction of Glauchau. At a cold, bad winter weather you drive the train until Karl-Marx-Stadt. Start
up your train and go ahead to Tharandt station. Have a good trip.
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Paper from Weissenborn to Freiberg (Sachs)

difficulty: easy
duration: 90 min

Hello, on this snowy winter day, you have to bring some wagons loaded with cellulose to the paper-
factory in Weissenborn. Uncouple them there and bring some wagons with paper back to Freiberg. 
At least you have to bring your loco to the depot.

6. Acknowledgements

I like to say Thank You to all people who supported me in finishing this train simulator route project
and the scenario package. Also I wish to thank all creators of freeware and payware assets that make
this route look good.

7. Disclaimer

By judgment of 12 May 1998 the regional court Hamburg decided that one has to answer on the 
contents of the linked pages by placing a link. This can only be prevented by explicitly distancing 
oneself from these contents. 
For all links on this homepage: I dissociate myself hereby explicitly from all contents of all linked 
websites addressed in this manual and do not adopt their contents.

8. Contact

If you have questions or helpful suggestions concerning this route project you can contact me at:

kstdija@gmail.com

or at www.rail-sim.de by the nickname kstdija

I wish you a lot of fun, driving on my route.

Dirk Jacob
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